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ABSTRACT. If the reachability set of a Petri net or vector addmon system is fimte, it can be effectively 
constructed. Furthermore, this finiteness is decidable The complexity of dectsion procedures for the 
containment and equality problem of f'lmte reachabihty sets rs investigated, and it is shown by reducing 
a bounded version of Hilbert's Tenth Problem to the finite containment problem that these two problems 
are extremely hard--that, in fact, the complexity of each decision procedure exceeds any primitive 
recursive functmn mfimtely often The funte containment and equality problems are thus the first 
uncontrived decidable problems which are not primitive recursive 
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1. Introduction 

The  conta inment  problem for Petri nets or vector addit ion systems [14] is the problem 
o f  determining for any  two given Petri nets whether  the reachabil i ty set o f  the first 
is conta ined in the other. (Though  vector addi t ion systems and Petri nets are 
essentially nota t ional  variants describing the same mathemat ica l  systems, we prefer 
to use the Petri net te rminology because o f  the convenience o f  representation.) By 
reducing Hilbert 's  Ten th  Problem [10] concerning integer solutions o f  Diophan t ine  
equations, which is known  to be undecidable  [6, 17], to the conta inment  problem, 
Rab in  has shown the unsolvabil i ty o f  the latter problem (see [3]). The  situation 
changes, however,  when  one considers subclasses o f  the general  problem. A result by  
K a r p  and  Miller [13] shows that  it is decidable whether  the teachabil i ty  set o f  a given 
Petri net  is finite. T h e y  also give an  algori thm for generat ing any finite reachabil i ty 
set. Hence the finite conta inment  problem (FCP)  (the f'mite equali ty p roblem (FEP)),  
that  is, the problem o f  determining for any  two given Petri nets whether  their 
reachabil i ty sets are each finite and  one is conta ined in (is equal  to) the other, is 
decidable by  exhaustion. We  investigate the complexi ty o f  decision procedures for 
F C P  and  prove the following result. 

THEOREM. FCP (FEP) is decidable, but the complexity of each decision procedure 
for FCP (FEP) exceeds any primitive recursivefunction infinitely often. 
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The intrinsic complexity of  the decision procedures is not due to the fact that the 
reachabihty sets have to be tested for finiteness. Rackoff [19] shows that this can be 
achieved in exponential space. Thus, even if  the decision procedure is supplied with 
the answer to this subproblem, the complexity still is nonprimitive recursive. 

To establish this result, we present in Section 2, following the basic definitions, a 
bounded version of  Hilbert's Tenth Problem with nonprimitive recursive complexity. 
Section 3 contains results for three constructions of  weak Petri net computers 
(WPNCs) which are carried out in detail in the appendix (see also [18]). We first 
describe WPNCs for a sequence of  functions which are closely related to Ackermann's 
function [l]. We then discuss a property of  WPNCs for multivariate polynomials 
with nonnegative integer coefficients which makes it possible to reduce the subspace 
inclusion problem for teachability sets to the inclusion problem while preserving the 
finiteness of  the teachability sets. Theorems 3 and 4 state results about two modifi- 
cations of  polynomial WPNCs which further exploit this property in order to reduce 
the bounded version of  Hilbert's Tenth Problem effectively to FCP. In Section 4 the 
reduction is carried out, and the main results of the paper are proved. Section 5 
demonstrates connections to some related questions and states some open problems. 

2. Preliminaries 

2.1 PETRI NETS, FCP, AND FEP. We assume that the reader is familiar with 
notions like the free monoid T* over a finite alphabet T (the empty word is denoted 
by 2~, T + := T* - (~} is the set of nonempty words over T, and [ w[ is the length 
of  a word w E T*); the concept of  the free commutative monoid generated by a 
finite set S, which we write C(S); and basic algebraic concepts like the semiring 
N[xm] := Nix1, . . . ,  x,,] of  polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients in the 
unknowns xl,  . . . , Xm. 

Definition 1 

(a) A Petri net ~ is a 4-tuple (S, T, pre, pos 0 with the properties 

(i) S is a finite ordered set of  places; 
(ii) T is a finite set of transitions, S fq T = f3; 

(iii) pre is a multiset over S × T; 
(iv) post  is a multiset over T x S. 

(b) A marking of # is a mapping 

a:  S ~ N (N = set of  nonnegative integers) 

(or, equivalently, an element of  C(S) ,  a = l~Is~sSat8>). 

In diagrams, places are denoted by circles, transitions by bars, and elements of  
pre U post  by directed arcs. Numbers attached to arrows give the multiplicity # of  
the corresponding element in pre O post  if  this multiplicity is greater than one. I f  
(s, t) E pre, then s is called an input place of t, and if  (t, s) E post, an output place of 
t. A transition t is said to be controlled by a place s iff/tt(s, 0 = #(t, s) = 1 (represented 
in diagrams by a double line between s and t). A transition t with no output place 
and one input place with #(s, t) = 1 is called an erasing transition (of s). 

Definition 2. Let ~ -- (S, T, pre, post)  be a Petri net and a a marking of #. 

(a) A transition t E T isfirable at a and takes a to the marking b (written a ~ t b) iff 

(i) (Vs ~ S)[a(s) _>/~(s, t)], and 
(ii) (Vs C S)[b(s) = a(s) - #(s, t) + #(t, s)]. 
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(b) Afir ing sequence t is an element t E T ÷. 
(c) A firing sequence t is firable at a and takes a to the marking b (written a ...~t b) 

iff 

(3r_> 1 3tl . . . . .  tr E T)[t = tit2 • • • tr and 
(3bo, b~ . . . . .  br)[a = bo A b = br  A 0¢iU(I . . . . .  r})[bt-1 ...,t, b,]]]. 

The sequence (b,)o~,_<r is called the marking sequence generated by t. 
(d) A marking b of ~ is said to be reachable from a (written a ~ *  b) iff a = b or 

(at  E T+)[a .._~t b]. 

.__>t, _.>t, and .-o* depend, of course, on ~. It will, however, always be clear from 
the context which Petri net is being considered. 

Definition 3. 

(a) The reachability set of a Petri net # with initial marking a is 

R(~, a) := {b; a ~ *  b}. 

Let ~,  = (S,, T,, pre,, post,) be a Petri net with initial marking a, (i = l, 2), 
1Sl1 = [ $2[ (footnote l), and let/~: C(S1) ~ C($2) be the semigroup-isomorphism 
generated by the order-preserving bijection h : $1 ~ $2. 

(b) The contammentproblem CP is the problem of deciding for two Petri nets ~1 and 
~2 with markings al and a2, respectively, whether the reachability set of the first 
net is contained in that of the second; that is, 

c a  := (((~1, a~), (~2,a2));/~(R(~i, a l ) )C R(~2, a2)}. 

(c) Thefini te  containment problem FCP is 

FCP := {((#~, a~), (~2, a2)); [R(~2, a2)[ < oo and ( ( ~ ,  at), (#2, a2)) E CP). 

(d) Thefini te  equality problem FEP is 

FEP := (((~1, al), (~2, a2)); ((~1, al), (~z, a2)), ((~2, a2), (~,, al)) E FCP}. 

The proof that FCP and FEP are nonprimitive recursive proceeds by effectively 
reducing to FCP a special bounded version of Hilbert's Tenth Problem dealing with 
the ranges of values of polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients. The 
complexity is measured in terms of  the number of steps any Turing machine for FCP 
and FEP, respectively, needs on instances of the problems, as a function of the length 
of  the input. 

Though the main results of  this paper hold for any reasonable encoding of the 
data involved (i.e., polynomials and Petri nets), we choose for definiteness particular 
encodings and corresponding notions of  the size of encodings. 

Petri nets are encoded essentially by writing down a list of the arcs in the net, 
preceded by the multiplicity if it is greater than I. By ordering the edges according 
to the transitions on which they are incident, it suffices to show only the places 
touched by the edges. A place can be identified by the radix notation for its number 
in the ordered set of places. The length of this encoding motivates 

Definition 4. Let ~ = (S, T, pre, post) be a Petri net with marking a. Then 

size(pre) := ~ [log(#(e) + l)] (footnote 2), 
e 

1 For a set S, [ S [ denotes the cardmahty of S 
2 All logarithms are to the base 2 throughout the paper. 
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where the sum is taken over the different arcs in the multisetpre; size(post) is defined 
similarly: 

size(#) := (size(pre) + size(post) + 1).rlog([ s I + 1)]; 
size(#, a):= size(#) + Isl .[ log(1 + max{a(s); s E s})] .  

The code for a polynomial p ~ N[xm] consists of  the sequence of  the codes for its 
monomial constituents. The code for a monomial is a sequence of  integers obtained 
by first writing down the nonzero integer coefficient, then the nondecreasing sequence 
of  indices in which each j ~ { 1 . . . . .  m} occurs just as often as the degree of  xj in 
the monomial indicates. Numbers  are written again in radix notation. The size of  
p E N[xm] is the length of  its code. 

2.2 A BOUNDED VERSION OF HILBERT'S TENTH PROBLEM. While Hilbert's Tenth 
Problem [10] concerning (nonnegative) integer solutions of  Diophantine equations is 
undecidable [6, 17], we restrict ourselves to finding solutions in some finite initial 
segment of  N, a problem which obviously is decidable by exhaustion. In particular, 
we consider segments bounded by the function A : N ~ N, defined by 

Ao(x) := 2x + 1, ] 
A n + l ( 0 )  :~- l ,  

A,+i(x + 1) := A,(An+i(x)), n, x E N. 
A(n) := A,(2), 

A function similar to A is studied in [7]. The results obtained there imply that A 
majorizes the primitive recursive functions, that is, 

(Vf, fpr imi t ive  recursive 3no E N Vn _> no)[A(n) > f (n ) ] .  

Definition 5. The Bounded Polynomial Inequality Problem BPI is 

BPI := {(p, q, n); p, q E N[xm] for some m ~ N, and 
(Vym E {0, 1 . . . . .  A(n)}m)[p(y,~) < q(ym)]}. 

Results by Adleman and Manders [2] imply 

THEOREM 1. BPI is nonprimitive recursive; that is, if M is a (multitape) Turing 
machine for BPI and f is any primitive recursive function, then there are infinitely many 
instances (p, q, n) such that M needs more than f(size(p) + size(q) + n) steps to 
determine whether (p, q, n) E BPI. 

PROOF. Using straightforward transformations of  polynomials with (not neces- 
sarily nonnegative) integer coefficients, it follows from [2, Th. 5] that the complexity 
of  BPI is greater than log(log(log(A (m 1/4)1/5))) on some inputs of  size m for infinitely 
many m. This latter function must also majorize the primitive recursive functions, 
since A does. Q.E.D. 

3. Weak Petri Net Computers (WPNCs) 

Rabin has introduced the concept of  a number-theoretic function being weakly 
computed by a Petri net (cf. [8]). To weakly compute a function of  m arguments, one 
takes a net in which m places are designated to be marked initially with the values 
of  the arguments. The value of  the function equals the maximum value of  the 
reachable markings on some other designated place. It is also convenient to have a 
so-called start place which initially determines the firability of  firing sequences in the 
net. We use the names ira, o, and s, respectively, for these places, and, for nm ~ N m, 
the abbreviation i~ m for the word I-[~-1 i~ J ~ C(S). 
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Definition 6. Let ~ = (S, T, pre, post) be a Petri net, and let s, ira, o ~ S be 
m + 2 designated places such that s, i~ are not output places and o is not an input 
place of any transition in T. Let r ~ C(S - (s, i~, o}), D ~ N m, and f :  D ~ N. ~ is 
an r-weak Petri net computer (r-WPNC) (footnote 3) f o r f i f f  

(Vn~ E D)[(k; si,~mr--~ * oka for some a E C(S - {s, ira, O))} = (0, 1 . . . . .  f(nm))]. 

The following theorems summarize results of constructions carried out in detail in 
the appendix. 

THEOREM 2 

(0 (Vn E N 3.~¢,)[.~¢, is a X-WPNC for  A ,  with three designated places s,, in, on]; 
(i0 size(at,) = O(n.log(n)); 

(ii 0 R(dn ,  s,i~) is finite. 

See Section AI for the proof. 
The nets d ,  are used to supply the arguments for WPNCs for polynomials with 

nonnegative integer coefficients. As far as these polynomial WPNCs are concerned, 
we are actually only interested in the markings of the designated places, as these 
reflect all the information about the polynomials regarded as functions. In [9] a 
construction is given which allows the reduction of the subspace containment 
problem, that is, the containment problem with respect to designated places in nets, 
to the containment problem. Unfortunately, however, this construction does not 
preserve the finiteness of  reachability sets. We now introduce two modifications of 
(polynomial) WPNCs which enable us to circumvent this obstacle, namely, bounded 
and blurring WPNCs. 

An M-bounded WPNC is one in which all markings reachable from the initial 
marking are bounded by M on the nondesignated places. More precisely, for u E S, 
n E N, let (u)" denote {%, u, u 2 . . . . .  u") C C(S). 

Definition 7. Let ~ = (S, T, pre, post) be a Petri net, M E N. ~ is an M-bounded 
r- W P N C  for f :  N 'r' _D D ~ N with designated places So := (s, ira, O} C S iff 

(i) ~' is an r-WPNC f o r f w i t h  designated places Sd; 
(ii) (Vnm ~ D)[R(~, si,~"r) _C (s) ~ H7-1 (iJ) n' ~IuES--Sd (u)M(o} f (nm)]  • 

THEOREM 3. Let p ~ N[xm], IlPll := maximum of  the coefficients o f  p, and for  
N ~ N, let g(N) := N + IIPlI. Then there exists a Petri net ~ru -- (S, T, pre, post) with 
m + 3 designatedplaces s, ira, O, and b E S such that 

(0 ~ae is a g(N)-bounded b g(N)- WPNC with designated places s, i~, o for  p restricted 
to {0, l . . . . .  N}m, for  all N E N. In particular, 

(VN E N Vain E {0, 1 . . . . .  N}~)[R(~eu, sinmmb g(N)) isfinite]. 

(it) size(Dee) = O(size(p).  log(size(p) )). 

See Section A2 for the proof. 
The second modification of polynomial WPNCs ensures the possibility of  "blur- 

ring" any telltale information which is represented in the markings of  the nondesig- 
nated places. This is achieved by constructing the net so that every marking of the 
nondesignated places up to a prespecified bound is reachable. 

Definition 8. A Petri net ~ = (S, T, pre, post) is a blurring IVPNC f o r f : N  m _D 
D ~ N iff ~ has m + 5 designated places So := {s, ira, o, cl, c2, e) C S such that 

a If we do not want to emphastze the marking r, we also call ~ a WPNC 
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(i) (VN E N)[~  is an dV-WPNC for fwi th  respect to s, ira, O]; 
(ii) (VN E N Vn~ E D)[[I ,es-s  d (u)N(o) f(nm) C R(  ~, si~eN)]. 

(Note that the reachable markings considered in (ii) do not contain cl, c2, and e.) 

THEOREM 4. Let q E N[xm] for  some m E N. Then there exists a Petri net 
Ae,¢ = (S, T, pre, post) such that 

(0 Aeeis a blurring WPNC for  q with designated places s, i~, o, c1, c2, e ~ S; 
(i 0 (VN ~ N Vn~ E (0, 1 . . . .  , N}m)[R(Aee, s i ,~e  N) isfinite]; 

( iiO size(Are) -- O (size(q). log(size(q) ) ). 

See Section A3 for the proof. 

4. Reduction of  BPI  to FCP 

The results of the previous section now enable us to reduce BPI to FCP efficiently. 
We prove 

THEOREM 5. BP1 is polynomial-time-reducible to FCP. 

PROOF. Given (p, q, n), we first construct the two Petri nets #~, and A~, as 
indicated in Figure 1. Each net contains a copy of the %-WPNC d,, for A, of Theorem 
2. # a  also contains the bounded version #ee of a WPNC for p of Theorem 3, and 
A~, the blurring WPNC Ace for q of Theorem 4. (The start place and the input places 
of the latter have been primed in order to avoid confusion with the corresponding 
places of tin.) ~ ,  also has unconnected places cl, c2, e (with no tokens on them) to 
match the corresponding places in Aeeof Aa which do not get blurred in Ace. We may 
assume that # a  and A~, have the same number of places. (If this is not the case a 
priori, one can either add further dummy places which are not connected to any 
transition to # a  or add further dummy places with erasing transitions attached to 
them to A~ within Ate; see Section A3.) The count place shown in the figure 
"remembers" the maximal input to the polynomial WPNC. d , ,  #ee, A~e, and thus 
#d  and Aa can be constructed from (p, q, n) in time bounded by a polynomial in 
size(p) + size(q) + n. To conclude the proof, it suffices to show 

LEMMA 1 

(p, q, n) E e P I  ~=~ ((#a, s), (Aa, s)) E FCP. 

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We assume that the two sets of places are ordered suitably, 
for example, first s, then the places in the .s~/,-copies (in the same order in both nets), 
then count, s', i~, and o, followed by e, cl, c2, and fmally the remaining places in any 
order. 

=~. Consider some marking a ~ R(~a, s) which contains c', n~, k tokens on the 
respective places count, i~, o. From the structure of ~ ,  it follows (Figure l) that this 
marking could have been reached only by a firing sequence which placed e' tokens 
on each of the places i j," of which c' - nj' tokens then have been used as input by the 
polynomial WPNC ~'~. As ~ee is a WPNC for the polynomial p, this implies that 
k _< p(c '  - n ~ . . . . .  c' - n~). The marking on the nondesignated places of ~ee and on 
b, e, cl, and c2 is bounded by c' + max{lip II, II q II) (Theorem 3). Clearly, the same 
marking as a is reachable in A~ as far as the places in d,, and the places s, s', and 
count are concerned. Are may now use c' - nj tokens from each of the places ij in 
A~, and output k _< q(c' - n~ . . . . .  c' - n~) tokens on o, since (p, q, n) E BPI. Then 
Ace can blur all its nondesignated places appropriately and reach a marking with no 
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FIG 1. Petn nets ~d and .~  for the reduction of BPI to FCP 

tokens on e, cl, and c2 (Definition 8(ii)), thus matching a. R(~d, s) and R ( . ~ ,  s) are 
finite (this comes from Theorems 2(iii), 3(i), 4(ii), and the construction of  ~¢ and 
. ~ ,  respectively). It then follows that ( ( ~ ,  s), ( ~ ,  s)} E FCP. 

~ .  Since R(~ , ,  s) C R ( . ~ ,  s), it follows a fortiori that the projection of  
R ( ~ ,  s) on the places count, i~, o is contained in the corresponding projection of  
R(.~,, s). By the definition of a WPNC (Definition 7), this implies that q(c' - n~, 
. . . .  c' - n~) _> k for 0 _< k _<p(c' - n~ . . . . .  c' - n~), for all c' ~ {0, 1, . . . ,  A(n)} and 
all n'm ;6 {0, 1 . . . . .  c'} m. Hence (p, q, n) ~ BPI. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 6. FCP is decidable, but the complexity of  each decision procedure for  
FCP exceeds any primitive recursive function infinitely often. 

PROOF. Each primitive recursive decision method for FCP would yield a primitive 
recursive algorithm for BPI via the reduction of Theorem 5, and would thus 
contradict Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 7. FEP is decidable, but the complexity of each decision procedure for 
FEP exceeds any primitive recursive function infinitely often. 

PROOF. Hack's reduction of the general inclusion problem to the equality problem 
[9, p. 122] preserves finiteness and can be effected in polynomial time. Hence the 
same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6 applies. Q.E.D. 

We remark that Theorems 6 and 7 actually do not depend heavily on the encoding 
used for Petri nets and polynomials so long as the ratio to the particular code chosen 
in this paper is bounded by a primitive recursive function. 

5. Conclusions and Open Problems 

FCP and FEP are the first uncontrived problems shown to be decidable but not 
primitive recursive. (We consider BPI as contrived because the nonpfimitive recursive 
complexity is obtained by explicitly building in a nonprimitive recursive function as 
upper bound for the arguments; such a special device does not appear in FCP or 
FEP.) 

Another subclass of the class of general Petri nets for which the containment and 
equality problem are known to be solvable is the reversible Petri nets. It is not 
difficult to see that the reachability set of a reversible Petri net is a semilinear set 
[11], and the results of Biryukov [4] and Taiclin [20] yield a uniform constructive 
method for obtaining this semilinear set. As containment and equality of semilinear 
sets are decidable, so are the corresponding properties for the reachability sets of 
reversible Petri nets. It is not known, however, whether these problems are also 
nonprimitive recursive. In [5] it has been shown that the reachability problem for 
reversible Petri nets is exponential-space-complete under log-space transformabili'ty. 

Other important classes of Petri nets which have been studied in detail are the 
persistent nets and, within this class, the proper subclass of conflict-free Petri nets 
[12, 15]. It is known [15] that the teachability sets of persistent nets are semilinear, 
but no algorithm has been found so far to obtain these semilinear sets. 4 In [12], 
among others, the complexity of the teachability problem for the restricted class of 
l-conservative Petri nets (which have finite teachability sets) is shown to be poly- 
nomial-space-complete. Besides this special case and Lipton's exponential space 
lower bound [16], no nontrivial bounds are known for the f'mite teachability problem. 

Appendix 

This section supplies the constructions and proofs for the theorems in Section 3. 

AI ITERATIVE PETRI NET COMPUTERS. According to the structure of the defini- 
tion of the functions An, n ~ N, we construct WPNCs for the An recursively. In such 
a WPNC for An+x(m), the embedded WPNC for An is restarted m times. In general, 
since after a computation of a WPNC tokens may be left on nondesignated places 
affecting the subsequent computations, we want to ensure, in order to be able to start 
a WPNC iteratively, that the successive computations are properly separated and 
that in a computation which produces the maximum marking on the output place no 
"garbage"-tokens are left on the nondesignated #aces (markings are thought here to 
consist of an appropriate number of tokens). As the WPNCs under consideration 

4 Added m proof: Note that an algorithm to decide persistence and construct semdmear representauons of 
perststent reachabd~ty sets ~s given m E.W. Mayr, Persistence of vector replacement systems is decidable, 
Tech. Memo 189, Lab. for Computer Science, M I.T, Cambridge, Mass, 1980 (to appear m Acta 
lnformattca) 
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usually are r-WPNCs for some r # X, this initialization r has to satisfy special 
properties. 

Definition 9. Let ~ = (S, T, pre, post) be a WPNC with designated places Sd, and 
for any S'  C S let the pro jec t ion j (S ' ) :C(S )  ~ C(S ' )  be the homomorphism defined 
by 

{~ if u ~ S ' ;  
j ( S ' ) ( u )  :-- otherwise. 

r E C(S)  is conservative iff there is a set of "control places" Sc _C S - So, such that 

(i) r ~ C(Sc); 
(ii) (Va, b E C(S))[( j(S~)(a)  = r) A (a--~* b)=~ Ij(SO(b) l = I rl]; 

(iii) (Va, b E C(S))[( j(S~)(a)  = r) A (a ---~* b) ~ (3t ~ T*)[j(Sc)(b)  ...~t r]]. 

Definition 10. Let ~ = (S, T, pre, post) be a Petri net a n d f : N  ~ N a number- 
theoretic function. ~ is an iterative Petri net computer (IPNC) for f with designated 
places So = (s, i, o} C S iff the following both hold. 

(i) There is a conservative r E C(SO for some set of control places Sc ~ S - So such 
that ~ is an r-WPNC f o r f  

(ii) Let So := S - (So U S¢) be the so-called operational places and define 

RCr := {r' E C(S~); (3a, b E C(S)){ j (Sc) (a)  = r A j(S~)(b) = r' A a-->* b]}. 

Then 

ICI: (Va, b E C(So U {i, o}), Vr' E RCr)[(sar' -->* br) ~ (I b l -<f(I a I)]- 
IC2: (Vn ~ N)[sinr ---~* oar for some a E C(S)  ~ j ( { s ) ) (a )  = X] and 

(Va, b, c E C(So), Vr',  r" E RCr, VI, l', l", k, k', n, n' ~ N)[(sZi"okar ' .--~ * 
srinok'br" ---~* st"i~'ok'cr) A (k'  > k) A (n' < n) ~ (l" _< l - 1)]. 

Because of IC 1, r is called an iteratively conservative initial marking of~ .  Informally 
speaking, IC1 ensures that no "garbage" is produced, and IC2 means that no output 
can be produced without a start token s, and that input and output phases of  an 
IPNC alternate and are controlled by s; that is, to produce any (additional) output 
at all, a token of s has to be consumed, and if another computation is to follow 
thereafter, yet another start token s has to be used. IC 1 together with the fact that r 

is conservative ensures not only that the initial marking r of Sc can be restored, but 
also that there is no gain in not restoring it. We remark that because of ICI,  functions 
for which IPNCs exist are strictly increasing. 

We are now going to show that the class of functions computed by IPNCs is 
essentially closed under iteration. In particular, let ~ be an IPNC computing a 
func t ionf :N  --~ N with f (0)  > 0, and let g :N  --~ N be defined by 

(i) g(0) := 1; 
(ii) g(n + 1) := f ( g ( n ) )  Vn ~ N. 

Define the Petri net ~ as given in Figure 2. Essentially, a feedback mechanism is 
added to ~ which allows the output of ~ to be transferred back to its input place as 
many times as there are tokens on the input place il of ~. The other places constitute 
the so-called standard structure for IPNCs which ensures IC2. (In this standard 
structure the block denoted by the dotted line is considered as a black box.) 

LEMMA 2. Let  f ,  g, ~,  and fg be as above. Then ~ is an I P N C  for  g. 
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FiG. 2. Petn net computer for g(n) =f~"~(l) 

PROOF. Let ro be an iteratively conservative marking of  ~ s u c h  that ~ i s  an ro- 
WPNC for f ,  and let S,~ = (So, io, Oo), S~ °, and S°o denote the set of  designated, control, 
and operational places, respectively, of  ~.  With ~ = (S  °, T °, pre  °, post  °) and .~ = 
(S t, T 1, pre 1, post1), 

S~ := {sl, il, ol}, 
Se 1 :=  S°e U {Ul, v1}, 

s~o := s 1 - (s~ u s b .  

It can easily be seen from Figure 2 that ra := vlro is conservative. Now let 
g* :N ---> N tJ {o0} be the function for which f#is an r~-WPNC. As property IC2 of  
Definition 10 is ensured by the standard structure of  f#, it suffices to show (i) ICI for 
g* and (ii) g* = g. 

(i) It again follows from the standard structure that we may assume without loss 
of  generality that r'  E v~RCro in order to show that 

(Va, b E C(So ~ U {il, Ol)), Vr'  E RCr,)[slar'-->* at1 =-~ Ib l -<  g* ( la l ) ] .  
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As ol is not  an input  place for  any  t ~ T 1, we m a y  also assume that  a E 
C(So 1 U {il}). Let  a = cd ~ ~ with c ~ C(( i l ,  p,  So}), d E C(So ° U (io, Oo}) (see Fig- 
ure 2). 

Case  1. c = h. As .~  is an  I P N C  for f we have  I bl < 1 + f ( [  d I) - f ( 0 )  <_ 
f ( I  a D. Note  that  as no token  is present  on So, f ( 0 )  tokens  cannot  be ou tpu t  by  ~ .  
Nevertheless ,  IC1 is appl icable  because o f  the monoton ic i ty  o f  the firing rule for  
Petri  nets. Also note  that  f ( 0 )  > 0. It  can  be seen by  induct ion that  f ( n )  _< g*(n).  
Hence,  I bl <_ g*( la l ) .  

Case 2. I cl = m > 0. A firing sequence o f  (~ leading f rom slar'  to brx (r'  
vlRCro) has  wi thout  loss o f  general i ty  the fo rm 

slcdr'  ---> * pmdlvlroa ---V" pm-lsodlvlro, x 
_..> , p m - l  dzvlro,2 _..> t" to m-Zsod2Vlro,2 

--'> * pdmvaro ,m ..._>t" sodmlllrO, m .._> , brl, 

with d, E C(So ° U {i0, o0}), r0., E C(S~) for  i = 1 . . . . .  m, or can trivially be  s imula ted  
by  such a sequence  if  c a l ready contains  tokens  on  s. N o w  set a, := pm+l-'d, for 
i = 1 , . . . ,  m, am+l := b. It  suffices to show that  

la, l _ < g * ( I d l + i - 1 ) + m + l - i  for i = 1  . . . . .  m + l .  (*) 

F o r  i = 1, this comes  f rom proper ty  IC2 for  ~ ,  which  allows the a rgumen t  of  case 1 
to be applied,  as no token  f rom the places 6, p,  So has been  used so far. Assume that  
( . )  is establ ished for  all i with 1 _< i < io -< m + 1. W e  have  ro,,o-a ~ RCro and, as ro 
is i terat ively conservat ive,  we m a y  assume that  ro,,o-a = ro. F r o m  I C I  for  ~ w e  then 
obta in  I d,ol -< f ( I  d,o-a I), and  hence  

la,ol  = [d,  ol + m + 1 - io 

-<f(I  azo-I I + i0 - m - 2) + m + 1 - io 

- < f ( g * ( I d l  + io - 2)) + m + 1 - io by  induct ion hypothesis  
-< g* ( ld l  + / o  - 1) + m + 1 - io. 

The  last inequal i ty  comes  f rom the fact that  with an  addi t ional  token  on sl (or p ) ,  
can be appl ied  once more  to the tokens  so far  collected on oo, and  that  the 

t ranspor t  o f  tokens  f rom Oo to ol can  be pos tponed,  in any  case, to the very  last. Thus  
I C I  holds for  ft. 

(ii) W e  obviously  have  g*(O) = 1 = g(O) and  g * ( l )  = f ( l )  = g(1), and  inspect ion 
o f  the net (~ shows tha t  g* _> g. Let  n > 1 be min ima l  such that  slier1 ---~t brl for some 
b E C ( S  ~) with [b I > g(n)  and some t E (T1) +. t is wi thout  loss o f  general i ty  o f  the 
fo rm 

sxi~rl ----> * p2dlVlr6 ...~ c pSodlvlr6 
._..> t, pdzvlr~' ---~ t2 pdavlr~' ....> t" sod~vlr~' ---~ * bra, 

with dl, d2, da E C(So ° U {io, Oo}); r6, r~' ~ RCro; tl ~ (TO) + such that  the first t ransi t ion 
o f h  r emoves  so; and  t2 ~ (t} . ( T  O U (t})* U {h}. W e  m a y  also assume tha t  dl does 
not  contain  Oo. As, reaching pd~v~r~', the last token on p actual ly  was not used, and  
as n is minimal ,  we have  Idol -< g(n - 1). I f  d2 contains tokens  on Oo, they were 
placed there by  tx. Because o f  IC2 for ~ ,  we actual ly m a y  assume that  t2 E {t}*, as 
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Io : 0  I 

x . .JS a 

FIG. 3. A smaller Petri net computer for the iteraUon o f f  

no tokens from io could have been used, and therefore we have ]d31 -- I d21; and 
because of  IC1 for ~,  we have I bl -< f(I da I) <- f (g (n  - 1)) = g(n). I f  d2 contains no 
tokens on Oo, we may analogously conclude that t2 -- A and thus dz = d3. IC1 
for ~ a g a i n  yields Ibl -< f(Id31) <- g(n). This contradicts the choice of  n. Thus, 
g* = g. Q.E.D. 

We want to remark that the construction of  f# is not optimal with respect to the 
number  of  additional places and transitions. Figure 3 shows a smaller solution 
(without proof)  for a WPNC for g, and this construction can also be applied 
recursively, provided the net at the initial stage is an IPNC. We think, however, that 
the standard structure facilitates the proof  of  Lemma 2 and unifies the recursive 
application of  the construction. The nets ~¢n, n E N, of  Theorem 2 are now easily 
obtained by starting with an IPNC f o r f ( m )  = 2m + 1 which can be constructed in 
a straightforward way using the standard structure (Figure 2) and applying the 
construction of  Lemma 2 n times• At the last stage an additional place and a transition 
which initializes the marking rn := [I~.1 v, is inserted between sn and the transition 
corresponding to t"  in Figure 2 so that a X-WPNC d, ,  for A,~ is obtained. Claims (ii) 
and (iii) of  Theorem 2 are immediate from the construction. 

A 2  BOUNDED WPNCs FOR POLYNOMIALS. Let p(Xm) ~ X~--i a, II7-1 x f"  be a 
polynomial with positive integer coefficients a,, and e,j E N for i -- 1 . . . . .  v, 
j = 1 . . . . .  m. The net J - o f  Figure 4a has the property that nln2 = max(k; in~'~2r 
---~.* okra for some a)  for all (nl, n2) ~ N 2. The verification of  this fact is left to the 
reader. These basic multiplier nets have also been introduced in [8]. We connect d 
instances of  • by identifying the output place of  a copy of  3-with the input place j 
of  the following copy. Renaming the j-place of  the first net by c, this leaves d input 
places (i.e., the/-places of  all the copies), which are renamed il . . . . .  ia. This yields a 
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net for the homogeneous monomial a H~-I xj, namely, a H~-i nj -- max{k; cai~r 
---~* okra for some a} for all nd E N d (r is the product of all the r 's in the ~-copies~. 
In order to get a WPNC ~ for the polynomial p, monomial nets .A/1 . . . . .  ~ v  with 
suitable degrees are combined as in Figure 4b. The input places i,, may be connected 
to several input places of each subnet for a homogeneous monomial, so that in effect 
we get a subnet computing an arbitrary monomial ofp.  The "left control places" are 
those corresponding to the place r of  Figure 4a. The construction of monomial nets 
for constant monomials is left to the reader. It is easy to see that ~ i s  a ~-WPNC for 
p and that each markingsi,~ m with nm ~ N m permits only finite firing sequences. The 
reader may observe about the multiplier net : o f  Figure 4a that during a computation 
none of  the "internal" places ever contains more than max{ 1, nl} tokens. Thus, by 
firing in a monomial net a cycle in the P-component closest to the output place which 
has a token on the input place corresponding to j,  ~ can compute p(nm) by a firing 
sequence whose marking sequence is bounded on all nondesignated places by 
g(N) = N + IIpll for all nm E {0, 1 . . . . .  N} m. Let ~ = (S, T, pre, post) be the 
net constructed above, set O := S - {s, im, O1, and let O c be a copy of  O (disjoint 
from S), with u c E O ¢ corresponding to u E O. Now define the Petri net ~ = 
(S', T', pre', post') as follows: 

S'  := S o 0 ~, 
T ' : = T ,  

pre' :-- pre U {(u ¢, t); u E O, (t, u) E post}, ~ in the 
post' := post U {(t, uC); u E O, (u, t) E pre}, f multiset sense. 

Further, let rN := HuGo ~ U g(N). 

LEMMA 3. ~ is a g(N)-bounded rs -WPNC for p restricted to {0, 1 . . . . .  N} m. 

PROOF. The definition ofpre'  and post' implies that for each u E O, the sum of  
the tokens on u and u c is constant (and equals g(N)) for each marking sequence of  
~e~ starting from a marking in rNC({s, im, O}). Further, each firing sequence of  
starting at any a ~ C({s, im, O}) whose marking sequence is g(N)-bounded on 
O is also firable in ~ starting at arN, and conversely. Thus the lemma follows 
from our previous observation that p(nm) tokens on o can be obtained by firing 
sequences which are g(N)-bounded on the nondesignated places whenever nm E 
{0, 1 . . . . .  N} m. Q.E.D. 

The net ~'se of  Theorem 3 is now easily obtained from ~ by adding to ~s~ a place 
b and a transition, with b as input place and all u ~ O ¢ as output places, which uses 
the tokens on b to initialize the marking rN. Part (i) of  Theorem 3 is then immediate, 
and (ii) follows from the observation that both the number of  ares of  multiplicity one 
and the number of places in ~s~ are bounded by the sum of  the degrees of  the 
monomials o fp  times a constant and that the code for multiple arcs in ~se uses space 
proportional to the code for the coefficients ofp.  

A3 BLURRING WPNCs FOR POLYNOMIALS. In order to obtain a blurring WPNC 
-~se for a polynomial q E N[xm] (see Definition 8), construct a %-WPNC ~ for q, as 
in A2, with designated places s, ira, O, and extend it as follows (see Figure 5). 

(a) Attach an erasing transition to each nondesignated place u of  .~, that is, a 
transition with input place u and no output place (indicated in the diagram by a 
transition with an entering arc in the box for .~). 

(b) Add the places c~, c2, and e, and the transitions shown in the diagram. When 
the net is started with one token on s, this token enables .~ to output tokens on o as 
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FIG. 5. Blurring WPNC. 

long as the one token received on cl from s remains there. When it is transported to 
c2, the subnet ~ is frozen. Now te may fire up to N times ff there are initially N 
tokens on e, thus gathering at least N tokens on all nondesignated places of  . . ~  
Then, finally, the erasing transitions can generate any number of tokens between 
zero and N on each of the nondesignated places. Obviously, the erasing transitions 
do not affect the WPNC-property of  .~. By the construction of  -%e, if  te ever is 
enabled, the output on o is frozen; so .~g is an eN-WPNC for q for all N E N, and 
it generates any number of tokens up to at least N on the nondesignated places. 
Hence ~gis  a blurring WPNC for q, and Theorem 4 (i) is established. The verification 
of  parts (ii) and (iii) is left to the reader. 
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